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LYFT'S recent IPO could 
be one of the signs that the 
tech bubble is on its way to 
another implosion. With 
almost $1 billion in the loss 
despite $2.1 billion rev-
enue in 2018, the company 
was valued $15 billion pre-
IPO. Post-IPO its value had 
risen to $20 billion. Sure, 

its growth has been impressive. In December 2016, its 
market share was 22%. Now, it's 39%.

The total number of bookings increased from $4.6 
billion in 2017 to $8.1 billion in 2018. It was made pos-
sible by 30.7 million total riders, of which 18.6 were 
active riders. But isn't it just a deja vu of the 2000 In-
ternet Bubble Implosion?

Frankly speaking, the tech sector is actually a less 
performing sector on Wall Street, as it's cyclical and sen-
sitive to economic fluctuations. In addition, increased 
global competition, increased regulation, trade disputes, 
and capital spending delays also add to low performance.

Many financiers and economists agree that today's 
tech investors might have been too euphoric in what 
could turn out to be another dot-com burst. 

When the dot-com bubble implosion began on 
March 11, 2000, by October 9, 2002 Nasdaq had lost 
almost 80% of its value. Today's bull period has been 
a bit too long, and investors might have also been car-
ried away thinking that it would stay. Learning from 
the bubble that burst almost two decades ago, the fac-
tors were somewhat familiar.

TECH IPO RALLY A SIGN OF BUBBLE?
First, the metrics used ignored cash flow. Recent 

unicorn IPOs, like Lyft and Blue Apron, have relied on 
non-cash flow metrics. The subscription model of Blue 
Apron might have attracted investors in the beginning, 
but the lack of transparency on customer churn rate, 
which could cause a negative cash flow is a deal breaker. 
Eighteen months after the highly-expected IPO, it has 
o!cially become a penny stock.

Second, overvalued stocks. The models and for-
mulas used for valuing tech unicorns might have been 
overly optimistic based on unclear revenue expectation, 
such as Lyft's. It promised an eventual 20% profit mar-
gin someday without any clear path to get there. We-
Work, the giant o!ce rental company, lost $1.9 billion in 
2018, and Uber lost $1.8 billion in the same year. In oth-
er words, these unicorns are hollow. Just like those dot-
coms in the late 1990s that weren't making any money. 

Of course, not all unicorns declare losses. Indone-
sia's own unicorn 
Go-Jek, for instance, 
is known to have 
been making profits. 
Also, Grab. The good 
thing is, ridesharing 
as a trend is likely 
staying, complete 
with futuristic auton-
omous (driverless) 
cars in the not-so-
distant future. The 
marriage of sharing 
economy and auto-
mation has just be-

gun, so we're all anxiously waiting to see how 
the tech sector would turn out.

While the bubble might remain stable for 
the time being, the signs of a burst are already 
seeping. Show me the money. If there is no 
profit, perhaps it's a bit too early to go public. 
The contrarian argument is, of course, Amazon 
was losing too when it went public. And look 
at it now: a trillion dollar unicorn grandfather. 
However, not every tech company is going to 
end up like Amazon, no matter how optimistic 
the future looks like and the global trend. As 
long as Lyft and other losing unicorns can show 
some profits soon, we all can sleep better. F
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